
 In this activity the children will creatively explore the paper, using
the starter activity, look for some inspiration of what to make and
then  and make collages related to spring season. 

Tools: Hands, sticks, pencils,/ lolly sticks for curling, scissors, shaped scissors, white
paper, pritt stick, anything in the recycling box, magazines and newspapers.
Artist links. Eric Carle, Childrens Author /Illustrator. 
https://eric-carle.co C

This activity is one of a series of ideas to support the project inspired by David
Hockneys  spring artwork, made in response to COVID 19.

'Do Remember They Can't Cancel Spring.'
These creative activities have been designed to be suitable for all ages, use
minimal, easily available resources that can be delivered in schools or at home.

Starter - Using a piece of plain white paper, pritt stick and scissors ask the children
to rip/ cut, fold, tear, shape the paper in as many different ways that they can.
Compare and contrast how each person has approached this, saying what you like
notice and wonder about the different approaches taken. How can you change the
shape? make textures, fold, cut, shred for effect. Share your ideas.

Materials: Scrap painted painted paper (could be kept from colour mixing
/painting experiments or EYFS drying rack), coloured paper, magazines,
newspaper, food packaging, recycled post and leaflets or anything scrap!

Topic : Spring
Activity : Sculpture / Collage 



Career Link: Artist / Illustrator/ Graphic Designer

Vocabulary: Collage, rip, tear, roll, texture, fold, crease, texturise, shape.

Differentiations: The children will meet this at their own level.

Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini
discussion, where pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each
others work. They will get ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend
their skills. Use the Creative Stars self evaluation tool to decide which creative habit
has been used today.

Ask the children, "What do you think of when we talk about spring?"
Perhaps research and sketch some things that you find.

Get started by .....

Examples :

C

Yr. 2EYFS Yr. 6

See what have other
children made?

Tag us using one of these
TVCLP
CreativityIsNotCancelled
Can'tCancelTheSpring

How have you been creative?


